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Working through the nights, Nash Tiles’ crews gave 
Wollongong Central an entrance which will serve countless 

thousands of  feet for a very long time indeed, comprised as it is of  
Bluestone paving tiles. In addition to the outdoor mall entrance on 
the ground floor, Nash Tiles supplied and installed tiling for level 
2 and 3 main malls, tiles for bathrooms and amenities and a tiled 
feature wall on Level 3.

“We laid in total 6000m2 of  Vitrified tiles, with approximately 2000m2 
in a flagstone pattern, also approximately 800m2 of  Bluestone tiles for 
the outdoor mall area and approximately 220m2 of  Silver Travertine 
in 300 x 900, to the bathrooms.,” Said Nash Tiles General Manager.

“The job was completed over 3 months, with 30 tilers working out 
of  shopping hours (overnight). There are over 10 staff  based in our 
offices and on site, along with tilers. We can have up to 4 crews of  
tilers on site at once.”

Australian owned and operated, Nash Tiles have been in operation 
for 12 years, specialising in the supply and fixing of  tiles, stone and 
pavers. They also supply and install waterproofing, membranes, 
sealing and movement joints, and have completed works for 
commercial and residential projects large and small around the 
Central Coast and Sydney area.

Previously a trades only company, Nash Tiles recently opened a retail 
showroom, showcasing tiles, stone, pavers and mosaics. Their range 
includes stone and tile products from Portugal, Italy, Turkey, China, 
and Thailand, and custom cutting of  tiles and stone is available.

For projects seeking that distinctive element to any tiled, paved, 
landscaped or concreted area, custom design of  large mosaics can 
be arranged, with Nash Tiles coordinating design, undertaking 
procurement, and then carrying out all installation work on site. In 
addition, they can meet the requirements of  Green Star projects with 
low VOC adhesives, which were also used at Wollongong Central. 
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